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SFUSD to Lead Simulcast TEDx Panel

What    SFUSD Artistic Director Susan Stauter, local artists, and musicians will lead a panel for “mashEDup: re-imagine education,” a TEDxSFED event.

WHEN    Saturday, April 9 / 3:00 p.m.

WHERE    Ruth Asawa School of the Arts (SOTA) / 555 Portola Dr.

WHO      Susan Stauter, Artistic Director for SFUSD Visual and Performing Arts
           Kurt Daw, San Francisco State Dean of the School of the Arts
           Victor Cartegena, artist
           Marcus Shelby, bassist & composer

WHY      The panel discussion includes Daw, Cartegena, Shelby, and Stauter, who will argue that the arts is the most effective means for creating 21st century learning. The audience will then participate in an activity to inspire use of the arts to transform the present educational model.

TED (Technology Entertainment and Design) is a global set of conferences. TEDx is a program of local, self-organized events that bring people together to share ideas intended to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.

This is the inaugural TEDxSFED at SOMArts with simulcast locations at Ruth Asawa School of the Arts, and the Urban School of San Francisco.
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